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Do consumers punish firms?

Cabral (2005) finds that punishment periods are often short

Morgan and Minor (2011) find that CSR activities provide insurance
against PR disasters

BP Deepwater Horizon spill provides natural experiment to test
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Beyond Petroleum

From 2000 - 2008, BP conducted $200 million “green” advertising
campaign

Subsequently seen as a “green” company and the “greenest” oil
company

Campaign won Gold Effie award and PR Week awards for “Campaign
of the Year”

Corpwatch called the campaign “Beyond Preposterous”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3rklKyFMUME&list=PLRHy-
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Deepwater Horizon

Deepwater Horizon oil rig in the Gulf of Mexico was leased by BP

April 20, 2010: suffered from explosions, eventually burned down

BP was not able to stop the flow of oil until July 12

Over 200 million gallons of oil was leaked

Sep 2014: Federal judge found BP responsible due to gross negligence
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I
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I
measures of environmental preferences

Study how consumer response varies across:
I

time

I
level of green preference

I
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OPIS calculates fuel price based on fleet fuel card swipes and reported
pump prices from refinery marketers

Also use weekly gasoline spot price data from the Energy Information
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share of hybrid vehicle registration (2007)
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per capita Sierra Club membership (2010)
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number of LEED-registered buildings by zip code (2011)
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Results: Including Green Preferences



Results: Including Advertising Exposure



Results: Change in Station Market Share



Conclusions

Consumers were willing to punish environmentally harmful firms, and
punishment increased in “green” areas

However, the punishment period was short

Consumers did not punish for greenwashing. In fact, the greenwashing
had an insurance effect.
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The End
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